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Answers

1. 263

2. 677

3. 417

4. 116

5. 564

6. 504

7. 325

8. 244

9. 521

10. 194

Use subtraction to solve each problem.

1) An ice cream truck had 1,812 ice cream cones in stock. They sold 765 cones on Saturday
and 784 more on Sunday. How many cones did the ice cream shop have left?

2) A donation center was trying to get a total of 1,507 cans. If they received 549 cans the first
day and another 281 the second day, how many more cans did they need to get to reach
their goal?

3) In a math book, there were 1,883 problems in the first three chapters. If chapter one has
680 problems and chapter two has 786 problems, how many problems are there in chapter
three?

4) In a trivia game there are 1,063 points that can be earned. If Team A scored 240 points and
Team B scored 707 points, how many points did Team C score?

5) To prepare for a marathon, Rachel decided to try and jog 1,762 meters in one day. If she
jogged 795 meters in the morning and 403 in the afternoon, how many more meters does
she need to jog?

6) A large gumball machine had 3 flavors of gumball in it, with 1,219 gumballs total. If 414
were cherry flavored and 301 were banana flavored, how many were apple flavored?

7) A shipping company had 1,544 boxes to ship out. If they sent out 614 in the morning and
605 in the afternoon, how many would they need to ship out that night to have shipped all
the boxes?

8) Faye was uploading photos to Facebook. She uploaded 1,213 pics into 3 different albums.
If she put 641 pics in the first album and 328 in the second album, how many pictures did
she put in the third album?

9) A football stadium had 1,693 people in the stands. If 593 people left in the first quarter and
another 579 left in the second quarter, how many people were left in the stadium?

10) Maria's school has 1,019 students in 3rd, 4th and 5th grade. If 540 of the students are in
4th grade and 285 are in 5th grade, how many students are in 3rd grade?
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